
  Kathleen Johnson, AFC - guest:Not knowing what they can really afford. - guest:Buying looking 
a photos online only 
  Jodie W. Rhone - USAFA A&FRC -   
  Julie B - guest:Not attending a First Time Home buyer class to learn about the great programs 
available in the area you want to buy in 
  Colleen Foleen -   
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Underestimating the cost of home ownership or 
overestimating what they can afford 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:Don't buy with zero down... and no emergency fund. 
  JoAnna Martinez-Vasquez AFC, FFP, CCRR - guest:A neighborhood in San Antonio had 
retaining walls fail in a neighborhood with the home owners requesting the builder buy back their 
homes. 
  Maureen Middleton - guest:Buying a house when you PCS and know you don't have 3+ years at 
station to accrue any equity before you have to sell. 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:buying  to make the spouse happy...then divorcing...and moving 
  John Willcockson - guest:Biggest question I get is how to analyze whether VA or conventional is 
better for the prospective home buyer - pros & cons of VA loans 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:picking a poor location without thinking long term 
  Norman Okada  - guest:Only thinking about the principle 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:insist on an inspection 
  Maria Shelton - guest:HOA fees 
  Lionel L. Grant - guest:Lionel L. Grant 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:pre-approval for loan before shopping. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Not ensuring the Homeowners Assn is on a solid 
financial footing - many have inadequate reserves and end up requiring special assessments 
  JoAnna Martinez-Vasquez AFC, FFP, CCRR - guest:Purchasing a new home that does not yet 
have the tax assessment added on the new improvement of the home added. Taxes the first year 
may be just based on the land value and then sky rocket after the valuation of the home is added 
the second year. 
  SMOLIK, STEVEN D LCDR USN   
  Lionel L. Grant - guest:Lionel.L Grant,    
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:Yes, can use a smartphone to record video along with your 
vrerbal notes. :) 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:*verbal 
  Amy Koehne - guest:garage 
  Lionel L. Grant - guest:Karoline M. Garcia,   
  Pilar Pangelinan - guest:2 bathrooms 
  Katherine Chang-Nelson - guest:garage 
  Kathleen Johnson, AFC - guest:more than 1 bathroom - must have? 
  sanae orchi - guest:4 bedrooms 
 guest:Location 
  Dover AFB-  Jennifer Aubrey - guest:Lots of closet space 
  Michael Byrne - guest:3 bedrooms 
  priscilla schrubb, afc - guest:open floor plan, high cielings, 1+acre 
  William Snook - guest:fenced yard 
  Michelle Schroeder - Sheppard AFB - guest:on a lake 
  Maureen Middleton - guest:Two living areas, improved kitchen, 2 car garage 
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:quiet street 
  Lori Scharmer NDSU - guest:Deck adn yard 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:"good bones"  no major issues 
  Joe Botta - guest:one level 
  Michelle Nelson, AFC, USAG Bavaria - guest:Likely to rent out in case of move 
  Colette Geiss - guest 3:Office space 
  Cindy Campbell - guest:Master on main 
  HENDERSON, JOSEPH B NONE USN CTR:Single story (No stairs) 
  Jo Williams,  - guest:One level 



  HERNANDEZ, ANA M Mrs. USA USA:one floor plan and large backyard 
  MCDONALD, MELODY S Ms. JOINT STAFF DODEA:His and her closet space 
  sanae orchi - guest:at least 1200 sft 
  DIANE R HUPKO, AFC - guest:AMPLE KITCHEN PREP SPACE 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:"senior friendly" 
  Jennifer Smith - guest:storage 
  David Brett, Tyndall AFB - guest:adequate sq footage 
  JoAnna Martinez-Vasquez AFC, FFP, CCRR - guest:2 bathrooms, dishwasher 
  Colette Geiss - guest 3:Tile floors - no vinyl 
  William Snook - guest:not flood zone 
  Shannon Davis - guest:garage, 3+ bath, 3+ br, lost of storage and closet space, open concept 
  Julie B - guest:close to public transportation 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:one leavel, short commut 
  Erin DeVille-Brown, AFC - guest:larger property 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:Must Have.....open concept kitchen, dining, living room....extra 
room for kids playroom, attached garage 
  John Willcockson - guest:JoAnna M - are you in TX? When we bought in San Antonio we knew 
prop taxes would run ~$6000/yr.  Our 1st yr of mortgage payments did not include taxes, 
however, so we saved the extra money separately.  The 2nd yr we saw both years of taxes 
pumped into mortgage payments.  Not a big problem if you saw it coming and saved, but a lot of 
our neighbors were decimated 
  Cathy-Tinker AFB - guest:pool! 
  priscilla schrubb, afc - guest:pool 
  Jo Williams,  - guest:Stairs! 
  Cindy Campbell - guest:pool 
  Maureen Middleton - guest:chain link fence neighborhood 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:long commut 
  Kathleen Johnson, AFC - guest:2 story 
  sanae orchi - guest:condo 
  Julie B - guest:condos 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:don't want....galley kitchen, tiny master bath, detached garage 
  Ernie - guest:pool 
  DIANE R HUPKO, AFC - guest:I do not want to pay more in taxes then i do for my mortgage like 
I do now 
  David Brett, Tyndall AFB - guest:Trailers next door 
  Heather  Walrath - guest:bad school district 
  Silke Murray - guest:busy street 
  Lori Scharmer NDSU - guest:multi family 
  MCDONALD, MELODY S Ms. JOINT STAFF DODEA:bending over oven 
  sanae orchi - guest:town house,must be single 
  Michelle Nelson, AFC, USAG Bavaria - guest:violent crime 
  Colette Geiss - guest 3:bad neighbors 
  William Snook - guest:not HOA 
  Richard Hageman - guest:HOA Fees 
  Patricia Murphy - guest:near trailor parks 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:Yes, can sometimes check out crime statistics online via the 
local police department website. 
  priscilla schrubb, afc - guest:  
  Joi Tann -   
  Joe Botta - guest:unless you have a buyer's agent 
  MORRISON, WILLIAM J Mr. USA CTR:read dual agent disclosure 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:NO!!! get buyer agent - should be working with you/ in your best 
interest. 
  JoAnna Martinez-Vasquez AFC, FFP, CCRR - guest:@ John: yes I live in Texas. For many first 
time home buyers who have no experience and buy a newly built home they are shocked and 
many priced out of their home when they do not realize the improvement was not included in that 



first year (we saw many of these people at  CCCS of Greater San Antonio) where I interned. For 
Warriors in Transition I see many of them banking on 100% disability rating for the  total 
exemption only to find  they are rated at less than 100%  and bought too much house. 
  Joe Botta - guest:agree dual ageny not lawful in all states 
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:In South Carolina it is a requirement to have a lawyer for all home 
sales/buys 
  Julie B - guest:Employee Assistance Resources can provide referrals too. 
  Molly Herndon MFLN - guest:@Barbara - the same is true in NC 
  MORRISON, WILLIAM J Mr. USA CTR:topography too- flood, hills, etc. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Check on the qualifications of the home 
inspector - many places the requirements are not very stringent 
  John Willcockson - guest:JoAnna:  good luck - our wounded warrior community has a huge 
need for financial help 
  HERNANDEZ, ANA M Mrs. USA USA:Even with new construction, Home inspection should 
ALWAYS be done. 
  Michael S. Gutter, UF/IFAS - guest:@Ana i agree inspection is always a good idea. Builders 
make errors too 
  Julie B - guest:How often do people get a home inspector that will get on the roof to inspect? 
  John Willcockson - guest:Be careful of a contractor who wants YOU the homeowner to set up 
the inspections -- double check their licensure and insurance because that contractor may not be 
legit 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:what does inspection cost around country??? in NW typically 
300 to 500 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:@Julie - My last two purchases the inspector did 
get on the roof and included it's condition in their report. 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:same in both Alaska and Hawaii, George 
  John Willcockson - guest:George K: CO in 2013 we were cahrged $450 for a very thorough 
inspection 
  Barbara Gorrell - guest:we didnt move the refrigerator and later found out there was a hole in 
the floor 
  Michael S. Gutter, UF/IFAS - guest:@barbara it is hard to know how much to move things 
around. we often dont think of such things 
  John Willcockson - guest:In FL with all the hurricanes we were concerned about condition of our 
roof.  The inspector recommended to us said the roof was in fine shape -- NOT SO.  Had to 
replace the roof 18 months later.  If inspector does not get on the roof, insist that he gets out a 
ladder and gets up there. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:I recommend staying away from mortgage 
brokers - they too often include things like Yield Spread Premium (YSP) that is essentially a 
bonus you end up paying them for giving you a higher interet rate loan. 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:You can always have specialized contractors come out to inspect 
things like roof and foundation if you aren't sure.  OFten they will come out and take a look for 
free. 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:Barbara... no car debt. - you're WEIRD. (and I'm with you!) 
  Joe Botta - guest:Can we get copies of slides? - guest:with interest rates so low is important to 
buy points 
  Maria Shelton - guest:also beware of "buyer beware" states 
  Maria Shelton - guest:be aware of 
  William Snook - guest:use a home inspector that uses a thermal imager to see inside walls for 
damage 
  Barbara Gorrell - guest:make sure you a second copies of your paperwork because the loan 
departments tend to lose or misplace paperwork 
  MORRISON, WILLIAM J Mr. USA CTR:Why do 15 yr when you can extra pay downs on a 30yr 
but have options to throttle back when needed? 
  MariaT Chapa - guest:state residency requirements for home mortgages-how do members find 
out- separating member needed to meet state residency requirement prior to purchasing home 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:most that set out to pay extra on 30 year fail to follow through. 



  SMOLIK, STEVEN D LCDR USN USN:15 year rates are less risky and usually lower APR 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:It's always worth checking with credit unions, 
they often have lower rates than banks. 
  Maria Shelton - guest:ask for the good faith estimate and the truth in lending. although there is 
no truth in lending ha-ha. 
  SMOLIK, STEVEN D LCDR USN USN:15 year builds up principal more quickly and is thus less 
risky to the lender 
  N Lockney - guest:have to be disciplined to pay extra 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:I've found that a GOOD mortgage broker can be a great 
benefit.  The mortgage broker I use for all my real estate transactions doesn't charge me any 
additional fees; the lenders she finds the loans with pays her fees.  But there are quite a few bad 
ones out there, so  important  to always check. 
  sanae orchi - guest:VA home loan ,0 down payment 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:@ Julia - although the broker doesn't charge you 
a fee directly, the interest rate, etc., you get from the actual lender has to accommodate what 
they pay the borker in some way. YSP is "charged" by the lender, but it goes into the broker's 
pocket. 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:Good Tip: If you are going to do major money moving in order to 
fund costs, do so 3-6 months prior to purchase in order to season the money and not have to 
provide tons more documentation showing where the money came from. 
  MORRISON, WILLIAM J Mr. USA CTR:Never have a settlement Friday afternoon- Murphy's 
Law 
  Michelle Nelson, AFC, USAG Bavaria - guest:Do you encourage soldiers to also put a 
downpayment down on a house if they qualify for the VA home loan guarantee, or put that 
downpayment towards retirement savings? 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:@Michelle, I think that depends on their overall financial situation. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:@ Michelle - I recommend they have a very 
healthy emergency fund - home ownership always seems to involve more costs than people 
expect. 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:Putting a down payment will be positive long term for them 
because they'll pay less in interest over time, but not if they are tapping out all their resources to 
do so. 
  John Willcockson - guest:Our 2013 home purchase in CO was all electronic.  There were no 
hard-copy docs to trade back and forth until closing. 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:NEVER zero down in my opinion. 
  John Willcockson - guest:What is "the rule of three"? 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:three estimates 
  Michelle Nelson, AFC, USAG Bavaria - guest:@John compare three alternatives before you 
choose one 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:It means get at least three estimates 
  John Willcockson - guest:@Angela: thanks 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:Pizza for friends helping.  :) 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:@ George - I've seen a small number of 
situations where zero down was a reasonable option (very low rates, etc.) 
  SMOLIK, STEVEN D LCDR USN USN:@MariaT Chapa - guest: It's been a few years, but I 
believe both FNMA and VA require you to either have a job offer in the area where you are 
reloacating/retiring or have some kind of familial ties. 
  MORRISON, WILLIAM J Mr. USA CTR:watch lots of HGTV, DIY, etc. 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:Also consider neighborhood rental potential, just in case 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:zero down almost certainly assures that buyer is upside down 
on house. 
  Patricia Murphy - guest:Patricia   
  John Willcockson - guest:Did we have a CEU password yet? 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:no 
  Michael S. Gutter, UF/IFAS - guest:not yet but coming soon 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:unless your interest rate is very low, we couldn't deduct this 



year 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:@Angela...I'm at Fort Wainwright! 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:loveing this warm weather... my daughter woulden't wear a 
sweater today. 
  Erin DeVille-Brown, AFC - guest:@Suerjee, it's not showing.  Try again. 
  John Willcockson - guest:@Angela - when your interest and prop tax are no longer bigger than 
std deduction, you may consider paying off the mortgage if possible to free up cash flow 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:taking away mortgage interest deduction was talked about - but 
huge political hot button so not seriously considered. 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:@ John, we just bought last year but we don't have property tax 
and our interest was less than $7,000, supper low interest rate 
  Suerjee Lee, AFC - guest:@Erin tried again 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:Also consider a home warranty 
  Barbara Gorrell - guest:do we need to type it in now somewhere? 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:no you'll send it in an email 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:The buyer can choose the HO insurance 
company. In WA the escrow company will typically pick one 'for you,' but you don't have to use 
that company. 
  Erin DeVille-Brown, AFC - guest:@Suerjee, it's not showing, email me. 
  David Brett, Tyndall AFB - guest:Like all insurance, have that deductible in the bank. 
  Molly Herndon MFLN - guest:@Barbara - No. A link will be shared at the end. You'll enter the 
passwords there. 
  JoAnna Martinez-Vasquez AFC, FFP, CCRR - guest:I encourage the reserve to be the total of 
your deductibles (1% of the cost to rebuild your home plus vehicle deductibles). I had a hail storm 
in my area and had to shell out the 1% deductible to replace the roof, and deductible per vehicle 
to repair POV damage > $4,000! 
  Barbara Gorrell - guest:ok thanks 
  MariaT Chapa - guest:Steven Smolik, ADM attending school and job start date wanted to 
purchase home prior to moving in area-not wanting to rent due to multiple pets 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:Great tip. 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:Drive the commute... especially if you'll be spending a good deal 
of your time & money on it. :) 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:"Rule of 3" applies - get at least 3 CMAs, some 
realtors fluff up their price estimate to attract sellers to sign with them. 
  SMOLIK, STEVEN D LCDR USN USN:@MariaT Chapa: I believe FNMA and VA allow you to 
purchase a few months prior to moving to the area, especially if you can prove you intend to 
move to the area (i.e. job offer and/or school acceptance).  Your lender should be able to confirm 
this up front. 
  John Willcockson - guest:We saw sellers who got "stuck" on the price they thought their house 
was worth.  Markets move, and during summer PCS season the trend from June may be gone & 
irrelevant by July ...but sellers were stuck on June trend and would not budge 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:Paint color... that isn't too "unique". 
  Robyn Smail - guest:Cleaning the siding of the home as well not just the windows ect. 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:take 1/2 furniture out...and light everything. 
  Michael Byrne - guest:driveway condition 
  Joe Botta - guest:Remove all screens - house appears brighter 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:@George, Yes, great tip. Clear the clutter. 
  SMOLIK, STEVEN D LCDR USN USN:ECO-FRIENDLY/LOW-MAINTENANCE YARDS, 
especially in South Texas! 
  MariaT Chapa - guest:Steven-member needed 30 days instate residency prior to approval and 
another client needed 6 month in state residency requirement prior to approval 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:Take out any "eclectic" art or furnishings that might not appeal to 
the general populace 
  HERNANDEZ, ANA M Mrs. USA USA:Depersonalize your house.  Remove family photos, clean 
dishes and make sure the house smells nice (not ofensive). 
  David Brett, Tyndall AFB - guest:HGTV is the place to be when in the buying/selling zone! 



  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:@Julia & Ana - Yes. Great tips as well. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Also, don't leave valuables in plain sight - the 
realtor can't always be with the buyers all the time, particulary if they're a couple. 
  Michael S. Gutter, UF/IFAS - guest:Great suggestions everyone! 
  Stephen Stone - guest:wHAT ABOUT TYHE NEW dEBRT TO iNCOME rATIO REQUIREMENT 
BANKS MUST FOLLOW AS OF 1 jAN 2014 ON MORTGAGES? 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:@Richard, Yes, security is also something to consider. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:@ Stephen - here's a CNN article on 
it:http://money.cnn.com/2014/01/10/real_estate/mortgage-rules/ 
  MCDONALD, MELODY S Ms. JOINT STAFF DODEA:what do you think about removing ceiling 
fans and capping off hole. 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:closing date and move out/in transition is all part of negotiation. 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:@Stephen, Also a CFPB fact sheet about the new mortgage 
rules: http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201312_cfpb_mortgagerules.pdf 
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:Removing things such as ceiling fans is not traditionally acceptable 
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:They are considered permanent fixtures and if removed could cause an 
issue with the potential buyer 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:I've known realtors who recommend the seller 
pay for a home inspection and offer a home warranty to make things easier/more attractive for 
buyers. 
  Philip J. Chang AFC - guest:I think I have missed first CEU password? what was it? 
  Heather  Walrath - guest:Aren't there provisions for military regarding captital gains with regards 
to having lived in the house only 2 of the last 10 years? 
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:equity 
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:Not that I am aware of Heather 
  Robyn Smail - guest:CEU Password:  
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:oops sorry 
  HERNANDEZ, ANA M Mrs. USA USA 2:wow, all great selling tips 
  Philip J. Chang AFC - guest:THANKS, Robyn! 
  John Willcockson - guest:Another tip:  have your movers lined up so as a seller you are out of 
the house by closing date 
  Heather  Walrath - guest:Pretty sure there is a special allowance for military with regards to 
capital gains and number of years they are required to have lived in the house.  Maybe she will 
set to that in the second half. 
  Barbara Lang - guest 2:I'll try to address 
  PARRISH, SHEENA C None USAF USAF:Thoughts on new real estate agents? More 
motivated, less busy with other clients, etc? 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Here's a link to the IRS site 
:http://www.irs.gov/uac/IRS-Helps-Military-Personnel-Get-New-Law%E2%80%99s-Tax-Breaks 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:busy agent is a good agent!  they are the ones in contact with 
more people, and doing the right things to get houses bought and sold. 
  MORRISON, WILLIAM J Mr. USA CTR:Military=2 out of last 5 but not consecutive 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:See above link - it is 10 years for active duty 
  John Willcockson - guest:@Sheena:  in CSprings our agent LISA FISK was awesome; although 
she looked young and new she had a decade of experience.  Her experience proved crucial both 
in analyzing homes and during negotiations 
  Heather  Walrath - guest:Found it...The suspension can’t be for more than 10 years and you can 
only do it for one home at a time…you can’t have two primary residences. To simplify all the 
above, if you lived in your home for at least 2 of the last 10 years and you left your home because 
of military orders (PCS or into Government Housing) you qualify for the exemption of the Capital 
Gains on the sale of you primary residence. 
  Molly Herndon MFLN - guest:Capital gains and servicemember's 
homes:http://www.extension.org/pages/66634/are-there-any-special-rules-for-capital-gains-taxes-
on-a-service-members-home#.U01ZSuZdUS8 
  Boriana - guest:Thank you Molly 
  Molly Herndon MFLN - guest::) 



  Barbara O'Neill (Rutgers University, NJ) - guest:I'm gone from NJ in 6 years too :-) 
  Julie B - guest:Are there any VA benefits to purchase land? If so, what financial institutions are 
doing this? 
  JoAnna Martinez-Vasquez AFC, FFP, CCRR - guest:@Julie: In Texas there is the Texas 
Veterans Land Board. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:There are 100% loans out there with no PMI 
(Navy FCU), of course the interest rate is a bit higher. 
  Nancy Diehl - guest:Funding fee added to 100% can make you upside down in a hurry 
  Barbara O'Neill (Rutgers University, NJ) - guest:HSH Associates has a good PMI 
calculator: http://www.hsh.com/calc-pmi.html 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:Don't forget that loan shopping should be done in a two to three 
week window to keep from affecting credit score too much. 
  Heather  Walrath - guest:Is there a limit to how many times you can use a VA loan? 
  Michelle Nelson, AFC, USAG Bavaria - guest:No. But only one at a time. 
  John Willcockson - guest:Also be careful of rate lock period offered by lender -- needs to be 
enough for current trend in your area.  If mortgage loans are taking 50 days to close, a 45-day 
rate lock may not be of much help to a borrower 
  Julie B - guest:What is SHA grant? 
  Heather  Walrath - guest:But the funding fee increases each time right? 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Experian now limits that "multiple application' 
period to two weeks :( 
  Nancy Diehl - guest:You can, if you have remaining eligibility, check with loan officer 
  Joe Botta - guest:After first use of VA funding fee is higher 
  Stephen Stone - guest:Watch Those Sinkholes! 
  Joosam Yu - guest:what is rate of the 2nd time funding fee ? 
  Joe Botta - guest:I believe 3.3% but this can change 
  HENDERSON, JOSEPH B NONE USN CTR:A lot of good chat comments. Can we get a copy 
of them? Thanks 
  Michael S. Gutter, UF/IFAS - guest:@joseph we should be able to capture it and post to Learn 
site 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:Source reference for earlier discusion about capital gains 
exclusions: IRS.gov - Publication 3, Armed Forces' Tax Guide (see section, Sale of 
Home): http://www.irs.gov/publications/p3/ar02.html#en_US_2013_publink1000176229 
  HENDERSON, JOSEPH B NONE USN CTR:Thanks Michael 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:Powerful topics on this slide.  Often military environment is 
often not conducive to home buying. 
  Molly Herndon MFLN - guest:A copy of the chat will be available under Event Materials in a 
about a week here: https://learn.extension.org/events/1501 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Svc Mbr should ALWAYS have an 'exit stategy' 
for when they PCS, whether it's becoming a landlord or selling. 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:Landlords need deep pockets. All it takes is one 
'renter from heck' that can cost thousands to get the home back into shape to rent.l 
  Jerry Buchko, MA, AFC - guest:@Barbara, Yes, it can be a lot of work being a landlord. 
  Karen J2 - guest:From Ustream chat: You should call frequently prior to locking your rate 
because they do fluctuate daily 
  Barbara O'Neill (Rutgers University, NJ) - guest:Social capital is a key factor here. Does a NJ 
service member have someone in FL to care for their home. 
  Heather  Walrath - guest:We have had really good luck with our military renters. 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:I've got many stories of what renters can do to trash a place in 
very short time. 
  N Lockney - guest:You never know, even if they are military! 
- guest:Those that retire from military without a job may have good credit but a poor debt to 
income ratio. 
  William Snook - guest:If a service member has to Short Sale should they expect a 1099 at end 
of tax year? 
  Barbara O'Neill (Rutgers University, NJ) - guest:Link for 14-day "shopping around" period 



:http://www.consumerfinance.gov/askcfpb/763/can-shopping-car-loan-have-effect-my-credit.html 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:YES short sale can have big tax implications 
  Julie B - guest:What is the SHA or SAH grant? 
  Barbara O'Neill (Rutgers University, NJ) - guest:Tax Q link: https://turbotax.intuit.com/tax-
tools/tax-tips/Home-Ownership/How-Short-Sales-and-Foreclosures-Affect-Your-
Taxes/INF19990.html 
  William Snook - guest:Weren't the 1099 waived up till end of 2013 by the President? 
  Julie B - guest:It was on a slide 
  Julia Villanueva, AFC - guest:@George, it can happen quick.  I had a tenant that managed to 
punch about 20 holes in the walls, remove all the interor doors, and cover the walls and floor in 
snasty spray painted words and even body outlines...with oil based paints on hard wood 
floors....and there wasn't much I could do about it.   So having really comprehensive  landlord 
insurance 
  Shannon Davis - guest:does the 1099 still apply if they do a VA compromise sale? 
  DECHAINEAU, RICHARD A Mr. EUCOM USA:@ William, that's correct, It remains to be seen 
what will happen for 2014 
  Barbara O'Neill (Rutgers University, NJ) - guest:1099-C is the form for short sales 
  George Katsinis - AFC® - guest:that's all in short sale negotiation.  confirm all info. 
  William Snook - guest:ok Thanks alot of customers have asked if it would be extended? 
  Barbara O'Neill (Rutgers University, NJ) - guest:C stands for "Cancellation of Debt" 
  Angela, AFC, Ft. Greely - guest:1099 is a statement of taxable unearned income 
	  


